CIRCULAR

Sub: Conduction of Semester End Exams (SEE) for Supplementary Semester / Fast Track semester of Aug/Sept 2020: (for UG, MTech & MCA Programs)

The Semester End Examinations for the current supplementary semester /Fast Track semester of Aug/Sept 2020 of UG & PG Programs have been scheduled from Monday, 12th October 2020.

The mode of conduction of SEE of theory courses will be PROCTORED ONLINE CLOSED BOOK EXAMS.

The pattern of the Question Paper will be same as the regular SEE theory exams. The authenticated details of examination schedule and conduction procedure will be announced in our college website. Students are advised to desist from informal group mails & other sources which are not the official source of information.

This Online theory SEE will be for the following categories of students:
(Applicable to UG & PG Programs)

1. All Students who have registered for the FAST TRACK semester of Aug/Sept 2020;
2. All students (REPEATERS) who had registered for the BACKLOG COURSES during even semester of 2020;

All students who would like to improve their grades and have registered for the GRADE IMPROVEMENT OF COURSES will be counselled/addressed on case to case basis and will be intimated whether to take their exams or not. A separate circular in this regard will be circulated shortly.
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Copy to:
1. Dean Student Affairs, for information & needful;
2. HoDs with a request to communicate to all students by mail and display on students notice boards;
3. Controller of Examination for information and needful;
4. Counsellors to announce the schedule to their respective student groups;